Introduction. A neutrino interacts with matter via the electroweak force in the flavor basis while it inherently propagates as a mass (or matter) eigenstate [1] . This allows for an abundance of interesting phenomena, many of which are still active topics of research. For a comprehensive review on the current status of this research field, see e.g. Refs. [2] [3] [4] .
In the Quantum Field Theory (QFT) approach the neutrino production, propagation, and detection processes are considered as the single neutrino system [5] . In certain cases, due to the physical neutrino mass and mixing parameters or the relevant formalism, the neutrino system can be viewed as a two-state system. One may consider a two-state neutrino of definite energy as being split to two separate space-time paths upon creation which develop a phase over time in the course of its propagation. Recently, so-called exotic loop trajectories have been detected in photon triple slit experiments [6] . The trajectories, and the observed associated interference patterns, depend on the structure of the slits and the excitation of the slit near field. These new exotic trajectories are not expected in a Quantum Mechanical formulation but naturally emerge in the QFT framework and are apparent in its Path Integral formulation. A relevant example of the photon exotic loop trajectories relevant for triple slit interferometry is shown in Fig. 1 . These new exotic trajectories have been described by including an additional propagator between the slits (see Ref. [7] ) which causes an additional phase difference to accrue.
FIG. 2:
An illustration of the time evolution of the ovelapping neutrino wave packets ν1(t) and ν2(t) in the course of their propagation.
The neutrino mass states in a superposition also propagate over the separate space-time paths representing an analogy with the slits in a photon interferometry experiment. Thus similar neutrino exotic trajectories may exist in neutrino interference measurements. The existence of an overlap between the propagating mass states (see Fig. 2 ) provides an opportunity for a virtual particle to travel between the mass eigenstates, accruing a phase shift, and resulting in a small amplitude for ν i and ν j to switch their paths. In this Letter, we discuss this phenomena in the three flavor case in more detail, when it might be relevant and how the standard description of neutrino oscillations, derived from "classical" trajectories, may be modified if the neutrino exotic trajectories were relevant. Exotic neutrino trajectories. Exotic trajectories in neutrino oscillation are due to the three-state nature of neutrinos and would not be present if neutrinos only existed in two states. Similar to the triple-slit experiments, the neutrino mass state propagates to some point x along the neutrino path where a "switch" occurs and the phase arXiv:1707.09089v1 [hep-ph] 28 Jul 2017 continues to accrue with a small phase shift, δ ij , for the trajectories θ i and θ j but not for trajectory θ k . This switch is, in particular, possible due to an overlap between eigenstates ν i and ν j .
Since the additional phase for trajectories θ i and θ j is the same, the phase difference between these trajectories displays the standard behavior. However, the phase differences θ ik and θ jk will acquire an additional phase δ ij . The amplitude for these exotic phase trajectories, like those for the photon, are small. We have identified three different processes which may allow this "switch". One is the process see in Fig. 3b where a Z boson is exchanged between the two propagating mass states. While this is not a process found in the Standard Model, it is a process considered by physicists searching for the so-called Non Standard Interactions where an exchange of a Z can change the neutrino state [8] . This trajectory would be suppressed by a factor of g 2 . Another such process, see Fig. 3c , is the box process where two W bosons are exchanged between the two neutrino eigenstates. This trajectory would be suppressed by a loop factor and g 4 .
Possible mechanisms causing a "switch" of spacetime paths of the neutrino mass states i and j =i in the course of their propagation in the three-flavor case (i,j,k=1,2,3): (a) virtual transverse motion due to an overlap of wave packets of the νi and νj mass states, (b) non-standard (flavour-changing) neutral-current interactions via a virtual Z 0 boson exchange between the neutrino trajectories, (c) charged-current interactions via a virtual W ± pair exchange between the neutrino trajectories. The presence of a third mass state k =i,j is relevant for acummulation of non-trivial phase differences affecting the three-flavor neutrino oscillation observables.
Finally, we can consider virtual neutrino propagators between the two neutrino states in energy/momentum space as seen in Fig. 3a . This provides us with little information about the processes involved and the amplitude of the exotic trajectory but does give us a first estimate for the additional accrued phase δ ij and displays some of the features of such exotic trajectories in generic terms. It is this process which most closely mirrors the three slit (see Fig. 1 ) exotic trajectories studied and observed in Refs. [7] and [6] .
The amplitude or existence of the exotic photon trajectories in Ref. [6] depend crucially on the size of the photon wave function. Similarly, the processes which allow the exotic trajectories in neutrino oscillation all depend on the overlap (and thus size, σ E ) of the neutrino wave packet [4] . Explicitly, both the Beyond the Standard Model process in Fig. 3b and the Standard Model process in Fig. 3c require the neutrino states to be close. Additionally, the spacing of the slits matters in Ref. [7] and [6] and similarly the amplitude of the interference due to the exotic trajectories will depend on the inverse of the mass difference. To summarize, the amplitude for a switch at t x behaves as
where E is the neutrino energy, M ij is the overlap function between ν i and ν j , and ∆m ij =m i −m j . Using the traditional evolution language of neutrino oscillations we can describe the evolution of a flavor state by considering a neutrino produced in a flavor state α=e,µ,τ at t=0 as a superposition of three mass states |ν α (0) = i V * αi |ν i (0) . Here, V αi are the traditional PMNS matrix elements where δ cp is the charge-parity violating phase, c ij =cosθ ij and s ij =sinθ ij . The three mass states propagate along three separate spacetime paths and display interference phenomena analogously to triple-slit photon experiments. In traditional quantum-mechanical (wave-packet) treatment of neutrino oscillations [9] , the time evolution of a given mass state is completely independent on evolution of other mass states. However, this is not the case for neutrinos propagating through matter with sharp density profiles [1] . In the case of a sharp density profile from vacuum to the Earth, the flavor from all (overlapping) mass states at the boundary defines the matter states which continue to propagate through the Earth (see Ref. [10] for explicit two-flavor calculation and for an analysis of two-flavor non-overlapping mass states).
The propagating state then picks up a phase depending on neutrino energy E i and mass m i |ν α (t) = β=e,µ,τ i
giving rise to the standard probability amplitude of ν α → ν β transition at the time of detection t=L ,
Following the lead of Refs. [11] and [7] , we can describe the process in Fig. 3a by dividing the neutrino propagation into three periods (production to point x which is at time t x , the virtual propagation at point x, and from point x to the detector at L and time t D ). The flavor evolution operator describing this flavor oscillation in the vacuum can be expressed as
where U f (L,x) is the standard propagation of the neutrino mass states from point x to point L and can be calculated as U f (L,x)=V U m (L,x)V −1 , where V is the PMNS matrix (for vacuum) and U m (L,x) is the evolution operator between L and x in the mass basis (Refs. [11, 12] have these generalized to matter).
The switch operator in Fig. 3a , for the case k=3, can be described in the mass basis as
and δ 12 is the phase accrued by the exotic trajectory. This example is illustrative of features which are common to the U s operator. First, to leading order the same phase change is observed for two of the trajectories, θ i and θ j , while the third is unchanged. For the process in Fig. 3a , this means that the relative phase difference between the switched trajectories is unchanged while the phase difference between the unchanged trajectory and the switched trajectories is changed. It is this phase difference which is an observable in the interference probability. Second, in the proper basis the exotic trajectories can be described as a diagonal matrix. In the special case where the switch operator is diagonal in the mass basis, the propagation operators display the property of commutativity and the interference is independent of x. Finally, the U s operator is unitary.
The process of the propagation of a virtual neutrino (see Fig. 3a ) obviously follows from the matter "jump" discussed in the neutrino literature [1] . In the formalism that successfully describes this jump in neutrino oscillation physics the propagating matter states are projected to the flavor basis on one side of the "jump" and then projected to the new matter basis on the other side of the "jump". In the language of particle physics and QFT this is due to an exchange of a virtual particle between the propagating states. A similar diagram is described in Fig. 3a where the off shell virtual particle explicitly rearranges the phase as described in Eq. (4). Discussion. The exotic trajectories observed by Ref. [6] were not observable without three important conditions. The first of these is the condition that the experiment was a triple-slit experiment where three photon paths interfere. In neutrinos we also find that three masses or three neutrino paths are required. The second is that the photon wave function is large compared to the slit spacing; similarly in the three processes in Fig. 3 the amplitude of the process depends directly on the overlap between the wave packets. Finally, they excited the metal around the three slits to increase the reach of the virtual photon. Similarly, one expect that in the present of a strong magnetic field (or an electromagnetic potential) that the "box" amplitude in Fig. 3 would increase. 
FIG. 4:
The effect on the vacuum probability at a distance of L=1300 km, in the normal mass hierarchy, with mixing coefficients and mass differences as in Ref. [13] and δcp=π/2, of "electron neutrino appearance" considering the case where there has been an exotic phase of δ13=0.1 included. The standard approximation can be found in Ref. [14] as Pµe=P sol +Patm+2 √ PatmP sol cos ∆m Since we are assuming that the overall amplitude is small, we can consider a perturbative expansion in this amplitude. The first term with a single "switch" will be the largest term and so the most relevant interference of these exotic trajectories. By looking at the traditional probabilities of interest to the neutrino community at the The effect on the vacuum probability at a distance of L=800 km, in the normal mass hierarchy, with mixing coefficients and mass differences as in Ref. [13] and δcp=π/2, of "electron neutrino disappearance" considering the case where there has been an exotic phase of δ13=0.1 included. The standard approximation can be found in Ref. [15] as Pee=sin 4 θ13+cos
single "switch" level we can understand how to observe the impact of such trajectories. We can estimate the size of the phase change in Fig. 3a caused by a single "switch" by looking at the calculation in Ref. [7] . We expect the phase accrued by the exotic trajectory to be on the order of
where D ij (E,σ E ,t x ) is the distance between the packets at position x. The factor ∆m 2 ij /E makes δ ij very small compared to the phases that accrue due to "classical" trajectories. The diagrams in Fig. 3b and 3c will have additional contributions to the phase. Additionally, U s for Fig. 3a is diagonal in the mass basis and so the phases for large number of "switches" may accumulate.
To understand the impact of a small but observable accrued phase we consider the interference due to an exotic trajectory where the trajectory experiences a "switch" between the m 1 and m 3 mass states with an overall phase change of δ 13 =0.1. In Figs. 4 and 5 we show the impact of this phase change for "electron neutrino appearance" and "electron neutrino disappearance". In Fig. 6 we consider the change in the behavior of "electron neutrino appearance" due to larger phase changes. These provide examples of the size and types of changes in the interference pattern possible due to the exotic trajectories.
There are some important consequences to consider which we have not studied in detail. One such consequence is on the coherence length. The phase changes from the exotic trajectories can increase or decrease the coherence length, the distance from the source of neutrinos to where the wave packets become so separated that interference is not observed. For the simple description in Fig. 3a we expect that the coherence length will increase the coherence length. Also, these exotic trajectories may The effect on the vacuum probability at a distance of L=1300 km, in the normal mass hierarchy, with mixing coefficients and mass differences as in Ref. [13] , of "electron neutrino appearance" with representative exotic phases, δE= δ13=δ23=δ12, but with A be common when there are collective oscillations such as the early universe or in a supernova.
